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Lesson 1: Know Your Key
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Exercise 1

Practice working out the key.

If you read music and have written music around, flip through a book of music and
practice naming the key. 

If you'd like to do more work on figuring out a key signature by ear, look at or
review the Playing By Ear course where we go through this in detail. Then, try to
pick out a few melodies, figure out the black notes and come up with the key. 

Exercise 2

Name that key! Look at the following chord progressions and name the key.
Remember to figure out the I, IV and V (1, 4, 5 ) chords. They're all major chords. If
you can put them in order of I, IV and V, you'll be able to work out the key.

Chords: Key:
F  G  C                                               ______
D  G  A                                              ______
A  E  B                                               ______
Bb  Eb  F                                           ______
C  D  G                                              ______
F#  B  E                                            ______
D  A  E                                              ______

Answers on next page followed by a list of key signatures.



Answers
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Chords: Key:
F  G  C                                                  C
D  G  A                                                 D
A  E  B                                                  E
Bb  Eb  F                                             Bb
C  D  G                                                 G
F#  B  E                                                B
D  A  E                                                  A



Keys & Black Notes
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Sharps / Flats Key

None ........................................................................C

F# ............................................................................G
F# C# .......................................................................D
F# C# G# .................................................................A
F# C# G# D# ............................................................E
F# C# G# D# A# .......................................................B
F# C# G# D# A# E# ..................................................F#
F# C# G# D# A# E# B# ............................................C#

Bb..............................................................................F
Bb Eb .......................................................................Bb
Bb Eb Ab ..................................................................Eb
Bb Eb Ab Db ............................................................Ab
Bb Eb Ab Db Gb ......................................................Db
Bb Eb Ab Db Gb Cb..................................................Gb
Bb Eb Ab Db Gb Cb Fb.............................................Cb



Exercise 1

Lesson 2: Playing A Written Melody with Chords
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Choose a lead sheet from the lesson page and take it through the 4 steps.

Step 1: 
Learn the melody by itself in the right hand only. 

Step 2: 
Run through the chords and make sure you know how to play them all.
Play the melody in right hand and the chords in the left hand.

Step 3:
Play the melody in the right hand with the chords. Play the melody as the top note
of the chord.

Step4:
Play the bass line (root notes of the chords) in the left hand, the chords and melody
in the right hand. 



Lesson 3: Melody By Ear
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Exercise 1

Pick a few songs you know quite well that have a pretty simple melody. 

Song 1: _____________________  Key: ______   Which sharps / flats: ____________

Song 2: _____________________  Key: ______ Which sharps / flats: ____________

Song 3: _____________________  Key: ______ Which sharps / flats: ____________

Get the chord sheets for these.

Follow the steps to play the melody. 

I recommend playing the chords first to give yourself the feel of the song.

Step 1: 
Play the melody by ear. (Remember your sharps or flats from the key).

Step 2: 
Play the melody in the right hand, the chords in the left hand. 

Step 3: 
Play the melody and chords in the right hand. (No left hand.)

Step 4: 
Play the melody and chords in your right hand, bass line in the left hand.

Bonus Exercise

Try and create an intro based off of the melody for songs you've chosen above. 



Lesson 4: Inversions
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Exercise 1

Play a major scale as a melody and put the chords, as inversions, below. 

You want to think about which chord has the melody note you're playing in it. 

For example, if you choose the C scale, you can think about using the C, F and G
chords. Note C = C chord. Note D ... G B D = G chord. Note E = C chord or Am chord
(both have E).

The main thing you want to practice here is shuffling the chords underneath the
note you're playing. 

You can make this as easy or difficult as you want. For example, C scale and chords
C, F, G. Or C scale and chords C, Dm7, C, FM7, G7, Am7, G, C.

G scale has 1 sharp - F#. If you try this scale, you can use chords G, C and D. 

Want to make this harder? See how fast (and accurate) you can make your scale. 



Lesson 5: Bringing Out Melody
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Exercise 1

Practice the simple melody I used in the video (E F G A G) and work on getting the
chords (C  F/D  C/E  F  C/E) quieter.

Melody:  E     F       G     A     G
Chords:  C   F/D   C/E   F   C/E

Exercise 2

Play the scale with inversions you did in the inversions lesson to practice phrasing.
Practice building it up and then bringing the volume back down. Using the C scale
would be a great idea here. 

Exercise 3

Use the songs and melodies you've played in the past lessons (written or by ear)
and really work on bringing out the melody. 

With this exercise, we're really focusing on being able to hear the melody well over
all other notes.

Exercise 4

Use the songs and melodies you've played in the past lessons (written or by ear)
and really work on phrasing. Find spots to build, get louder, or get softer.

Exercise 5

Practice styling the chords around the melody. Find a few spots in the songs you've
been playing to add more notes or take a few away.



Lesson 6: Make Melody from A Chord Progression
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Exercise 1

Make a melody from the following chord progressions. (Remember to make your
top note / melody note stand out.)

Chord progression 1:
Key: G (has F#)

Part 1:
G   D/F#   Em7   C

Part 2:
C  D  C  D

Chord progression 2:
Key: C (no sharps or flats)

Part 1:
C   F   Am   G

Part 2:
Em   F   G   Am

Exercise 2

Create your own chord progression, either one or two parts. Then make up a
melody line for it. 


